
                 Hammertone Coat CK-666
                 Hammertone paint spray

 Feature

  ◾It is a paint with a pattern that looks like it was knocked on the metal surface with a 
hammer.

  ◾It is made of aerosol type for easy use anywhere easily. 
  ◾It not only makes the surface of the film beautiful but also has excellent weather resistance 

and excellent color retention, and is mainly used for high-grade finishes.
  ◾Special modified Alkyd Resin is the main component, and it has excellent adhesion, 

durability and hiding power.

 Application Field
  ◾ Steel furniture, machinery, light metal products, safes, cabinets, etc.
  ◾ Painting finish for under-painted wood
  ◾ Various interior and decoration
  

 Storage and Handling precautions

  ◾The surface temperature should be at least 3℃ above the dew point to prevent water 
    condensation.
  ◾Avoid work on rainy days, high humidity (85% or more), low temperature (5℃ or less). 

(Cracking of coating film, poor adhesion may occur.)
  ◾When repairing the surface of the old film, please check the conformity.
  ◾Please note that if the paint is thick, the pattern may become faint and the three
    -dimensional effect may not occur.
  ◾If applied to nonferrous metals, there may be differences in adhesive strength depending on 
    the material and pattern. Please use after applying CK-666.

 How to Use
 ◾ If rust has already occurred, remove foreign matter from the paint surface using an iron
    brush or an electric machine.
 ◾ Shake the container thoroughly until the bead of the container is free to move.
 ◾ Spray 20 to 30cm away from the surface. After the first coating, if necessary, apply the
    second coating after full curing.
 ◾ Spray in a place where it is not affected by wind.
 

 How to Keep

 ◾Please store at room temperature.
 ◾After use, sprinkle the can upside down for 2~3 seconds until gas is discharged. 
   After that, store it in a safe place. (Spray used for painting)
 ◾If the can is not sprayed upside down, the solution coming through the valve tube during 
   injection is hardened and can't be reused.
 



Manufacturer Information
◾Manufacturer: HumanTech

◾Supplier: GHI Co., Ltd.

◾16-gil, 6 Jinjang-Dong Bukgu Ulsan, South Korea

◾E-mail: hq@eghi.biz, steve@eghi.biz

◾A/S Phone:+82-80-295-8259 Tel:+82-52-298-2259

◾Website: www.eghi.biz, www.dreammall.shop

     CHEMGUARD is GHI’s Brand

It is dangerous as a flammable product using high-pressure gas. 
   Therefore, you must observe the precautions.
 ◾Do not use near flames such as stoves, fans, etc.

 ◾Do not use in the room where firearms are used.

 ◾Do not store in a place where temperature exceeds 40℃.

 ◾Ventilate the area immediately after use in an enclosed room.

 ◾Empty containers should be disposed of by removing the gas.

 ◾Do not store in an enclosed space.

 ◾For further safety information, please refer to the Material Safety Data Sheet (MSDS).

Packing unit & Color
 ◾Packing: 420ml Aerosol Can, 20EA/Box can

 ◾Color: Blue, Black, Green, Brown, Silver


